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Abstract 
We consider the local search problem of finding a vertex induced subgraph on a vertex- 
weighted graph that satisfies a fixed graph property l-I and maximizes the sum of its vertices’ 
weights. We show that the problem is complete for the class PLS of polynomial-time local 
search problems if Il is any nontrivial and hereditary graph property, such as planar, acyclic, 
complete, bipartite and chordal. 
1. Introduction 
The class PLS of polynomial-time local search problems was defined by Johnson 
et al. [S] to formalize the complexity of finding local optima for combinatorial 
optimization problems by local search algorithms. Intuitively, a PLS problem is 
specified by a combinatorial optimization problem and a local search algorithm, 
where the neighborhood search can be done in polynomial-time. Many PLS problems 
whose local search algorithms are of interest, such as the Lin-Kernighan algorithm 
[12] for the traveling salesman problem, have been proved to be PLS-complete with 
respect o PLS-reducibility preserving local optima [S-lo, 15-171. These suggest hat 
a local optimum for a PLS-complete problem is unlikely to be computable in 
polynomial-time. 
In this paper, we consider the PLS problem Weighted Greedy MaximaLlYI 
(WGM-II) which deals with the weighted maximum subgraph problem for a graph 
property II [ll, 131 by a local search algorithm generalized from that of the max- 
imum independent set problem [ 1,4,8]. We prove that WGM-II is PLS-complete for 
any graph property II that is nontrivial, hereditary on induced subgraphs, and 
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checkable in polynomial-time. The weighted maximum subgraph problem for a graph 
property II is, given a graph with weights on vertices, to find a subset of vertices that 
induces a subgraph satisfying II and maximizes the sum of weights of the vertices. 
Many important subgraph optimization problems, such as the maximum clique 
problem [3] and the maximum acyclic subgraph problem [6], are identified with the 
maximum subgraph problems by choosing appropriate nontrivial and hereditary 
graph properties as II. Thus, our result shows that many PLS problems defined by 
these important graph optimization problems are PLS-complete. 
It has been shown that the maximum subgraph problems for nontrivial and 
hereditary graph properties are NP-hard [l l] and hard to approximate in poly- 
nomial-time [13]. Analogous subgraph problems have been proved to be hard in 
various complexity classes (e.g. [14]). To deal with nontrivial and hereditary graph 
properties we employ the technique developed in [ll] and applied to these results. 
2. Polynomial-time local search problem 
In this section, we briefly review notions of the class PLS defined by Johnson 
et al. [S]. 
Definition 1. Let 1 be a finite alphabet. A polynomial-time local search (PLS) problem 
L is a five-tuple (I,, SL, NL, CL, opt) such that: (i) IL E I* is a set of instances; For 
each instance 4 E IL, (ii) S,(4) is a finite subset of C* called the set of (feasible) 
solutions, (iii) NL($, s) is a subset of S,(4) called the neighbors of s E S,(4), 
(iv) CL: IL x S,(4) + Z+ is the measure function for S,(4), where Z+ is the set of 
nonnegative integers, and (v) opt E {max, min}. 
A solution s E S,(4) is called locally optimal if s has no better solutions in the 
neighbors. We require that IL, SL, NL and CL are polynomial-time computable with 
respect o the size of the instance 141. Moreover, the following two polynomial-time 
algorithm must exist: (i) Z&i&, given $ E IL, produces a solution, and (ii) Zmprouel, 
given $I E It and s E C*, produces a strictly better solution if s is in S,(4) and not 
locally optimal, otherwise returns s. 
The algorithms ZnitialL, ZmproveL and NL provide a local search algorithm. For the 
class of PLS problems, the PLS-reductions are defined as follows. 
Definition 2. Let L and K be problems in PLS. We say that L is PLS-reducible to K if 
there are polynomial-time computable functions fand g such that for each instance 
4 of L, (i) f(4) is an instance of K, (ii) g(+, s is a solution of 4 ifs is a solution of f(4), ) 
and (iii) ifs E S&(4)) is a locally optimal solution of f(4), then g (4, s) E S,(4) is also 
a locally optimal solution of 4. 
Notice that the PLS-reducibility is transitive, and if we can find locally optimal 
solutions for a PLS-complete problem in polynomial-time then we can also find 
locally optimal solutions for any PLS problem in polynomial-time. 
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It is known in [17] that the following PLS problem extended from the Weighted 
Independent Set problem [S] is PLS-complete. 
Definition 3. The maximization problem Weighted Maximal Zndependent Set (WMIS) 
is given as follows. An instance is a vertex-weighted graph G = (I/, E, IV) with weight 
function W : V -+ Z+, a solution is an independent set (a set induces a graph with no 
edges) U c V, and the measure of U is the sum of weights of vertices in U. The 
neighbors for U is the set whose element is computed for u E V as follows: (1) add u to 
U and remove all vertices adjacent o u from U, then (2) augment U to any maximal 
independent set. 
3. PLS-completeness of the weighted greedy maximal subgraph problem 
First, we review some graph notions from [ 111. A vertex c is called a cutpoint of 
a graph if the deletion of c separates the graph into at least two connected compo- 
nents. A subgraph induced by all vertices of a resulting connected component ogether 
with c is called a component relative to c. 
Let II be a graph property. We say that II is nontrivial if infinitely many graphs 
satisfy II and infinitely many graphs violate II. We say that II is hereditary on induced 
subgraphs if, for any graph satisfying II, all vertex induced subgraphs of it also satisfy 
II. Let II be a nontrivial hereditary property. A graph H is called aforbidden graph of 
II if H and any graph containing H as a vertex induced subgraph do not satisfy II. For 
example, the complete graph with 5 vertices is a forbidden graph for II = “planar”. 
Now we look into the neighborhood algorithm of our local search algorithm. 
Let G = (V, E, W) be a vertex-weighted graph. For a vertex u E I/ and a subset U c V 
that induces the subgraph on G satisfying property II, we consider another subset 
produced by the following algorithm as a neighbor. 
Algorithm. jlushed=(G: a vertex-weighted graph, U: a subset of V, u: a vertex in V) 
Step 1. If independent set Go = (V, 0) satisfies II, remove all vertices adjacent to 
u from U; Otherwise, remove all vertices not adjacent to u from U. 
Step 2. Add u to U if u $ U and the subgraph induced by U u {u} satisfies II. 
Step 3. For each t E V - U by the weight descending order (break ties by a jixed 
order), add t to U if U u {t} induces the subgraph satisfying II. 
Step 4. Output U. 
Notice that the algorithmJEushedn for obtaining a neighbor is equivalent o that of 
WMIS if we fix “any” to “greedy” and letting II = “Independent Set.” 
The algorithm checks whether G,, satisfies II in Step 1. If II is not satisfied by G,,, 
the algorithm takes the complementary strategy. This is the key to keep the algorithm 
efficient especially if II is hereditary. This follows the fact that arbitrary large graphs 
must contain large cliques or large independent sets, which is known as Ramsey 
theory [7]. The computation of Pushed= can be done in polynomial-time if II is 
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polynomial-time checkable. We now define the local search problem employing 
Jlushedn for computing the neighbors. 
Definition 4. The maximization problem Weighted Greedy Maximal-H (WGM-II) is 
defined as follows. An instance is a vertex-weighted graph G = (I/, E, W) with weight 
function W : V -+ Z+, a solution is a subset of I/ inducing a subgraph satisfying IT, and 
the measure function is given by the sum of weights of the vertices in the subset. The 
neighbors is defined by 
N wc~-n(G, U) = { Jflushedn(G, U, u) I u E v>. 
This problem is in PLS if II can be checked in polynomial-time. Our result is the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1. If a property Il is hereditary, nontrivial and can be checked in polynomial- 
time, then WGM-II is PLS-complete. 
Proof. We give a PLS-reduction from WMIS to WGM-II. From now on, we consider 
the neighbors of WMIS NWMIS(G, U) = {jushedls(G, U, u)) u E V - U}, where “IS” 
denotes “independent set.” 
Without loss of generality, we claim that the graph property II is satisfied by any 
independent set. Otherwise, we consider the reduction to WGM-n for the com- 
plementary property Ii defined as follows: A graph G satisfies I=I if and only if its 
complement I? satisfies II. Since II is nontrivial and hereditary, either all cliques or all 
independent sets (or both) satisfy II (see [ll]). If I7 is not satisfied by all independent 
sets, two problems WGM-fi and WGM-II are equivalent, i.e., can be PLS-reduced to 
each other by taking the complement of the graph. 
Now, we define the B-sequence for a graph along the lines of [ 111. Let K be a graph 
with connected components K1, . . . , K,. For each Ki, choose a cutpoint ci that gives 
the lexicographically smallest sequence U(Ki) = (IKi, rI, . . . ,lKi,,I) according to the 
components Ki, 1, . . . Ki,l relative to ci with IKi,rl > ... > lJ<i,ll, where lKi,jl is the 
number of vertices of Ki,j. If Ki is biconnected, then ci is any vertex of Ki and 
cc(Ki) = ( IKil). Then by regarding Kts are sorted to give the lexicographic ordering 
cc(Ki) >r. ... bLa(K,), the P-sequence of K is /l(K) = (a(K1), . . ,a(K,)). For 
example, b(H) = ((5, 3), (4)) for H of Fig. l(a). 
For the graph property II, choose a forbidden graph H that gives the lexicographi- 
tally smallest P(H). Let t be the number of connected components in H, and let ci be 
the vertex giving a(Hi) for Hi , . ,. , H,. Notice that any induced subgraph of H satisfies 
II and any graph K with B(K) cLfl(W) satisfies II. Let Ho be the largest connected 
component of Hi relative to c1 and let Hb be the graph obtained by removing Ho from 
H1 except cl. If Hi is biconnected, let H,, be Hi and Hb the empty graph. Since H has 
at least one connected component, H,, has a vertex adjacent to cr. Let dl be such 
a vertex in Ho (see Fig. l(a)). 
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Fig. 1. (a) A forbidden graph H consisting of HI, H,. Ho and WO are taken from the largest component HI. 
(b) Two connected edges will be transformed to (c). (d) i: constructed for the two connected edges. 
Let G = (V, E, W) be a vertex-weighted graph given as an instance of WMIS. Then 
we construct an instance G = (v, 8, @) of WGM-II as follows. 
(1) Firstly, let G be a copy of G. Then attach a copy of w0 to each “original” vertex 
u in v by identifying cl with v, and replace each original edge (u, v) of G with a copy of 
Ho by identifying u and u with cl and di (Fig. l(c)). Notice that u and v still remain 
adjacent. 
(2) Append each independent copy of Hi to G for 2 d i 6 t. 
(3) Append a graph HT, a copy of HI, and add edges (CT, v) for any original vertex 
v, where CT is the cut point ci of HT. 
For example, let II be a property giving the forbidden graph H in Fig. l(a). Then 
Fig. l(d) shows G for G in Fig. l(b). 
The weight function @ on G is defined as follows. (i) If v is a vertex in HT, m(v) = 1. 
(ii) If v is an original vertex, m(u) = 2”. W(u), where 1 = [log, IH1 ( 1 + 1. (iii) Other- 
wise, the weight is 2y+“, where y = r log, (CUEV W (u))l + 1. 
The construction of G given above can be computed in LOGSPACE with respect o 
the size of G. The function g that maps from solutions of G to those of G is defined by 
the original vertices I/ as follows. Let rH be the vertices of each copy of Hz, . . . , H, and 
copies of HO, Hb except original vertices. If a solution 6 satisfies pH c 0, answer 
on V; otherwise, answer the empty set. 
Claim. If pH E 0 and 0 induces a subgraph satisfying II on G”, 0 A V is an independent 
set on G. 
This is because if 0 includes all of rH then the induced subgraph has no copies of 
complete HI, i.e., each HO lacks at least one of the two original vertices. Additionally, 
the following claim holds for a locally optimal solution. 
Claim. If 0 is a locally optimal solution of G, then rH E 0 and 0 induces a graph 
containing no complete copies of HO. 
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If 0 lacks some vertices in rH, then the neighbor JEushedn(G, 0, c:) has some 
positive gain, since vH induces a subgraph satisfying II on G and any vertex in vH has 
the weight more than the sum of weights of vertices in P-& Notice that the 
P-sequence of the subgraph induced by 0 cannot be larger than or equal to /3(H) 
without the original vertices and the vertices adjacent to c: in HT. 
From the above claims, we see that if 0 is locally optimal then on I/ is an 
independent set on G. Now we show that if 0 is a locally optimal solution of G then 
0 n I/ of G is also locally optimal. Suppose that 0 for G” is locally optimal but 0 n V 
for G is not. Then there is a vertex v E V-0 such that @she& (G, 0 n V, v) is a better 
neighbor for G. This also implies that there is a better neighborJflushe& (G, 0, v) for 
G, computed as follows. In Step 1, all vertices adjacent o v are removed. Since those 
removed vertices include CT and any another “endpoint” of Ho, the algorithm 
succeeds to add v to the new set. 
Let 0’ be this new set. In Step 2, the algorithm tries to add vertices in fH-o’ firstly, 
and succeeds to add all of them. After that, the algorithm tries to add each original 
vertex in the order same as that of G. At this point, any original vertex can be added if 
and only if it is not adjacent o any other original vertex in 0, since if 0’ includes both 
“endpoints” of Ho then @ induces the subgraph containing Hi. All the vertices in 
HT except CT are added to 0’ finally. Thus $ushedn(G”, 0, v) has positive gain that is 2’ 
times the gain of Jflushed,s(G, on V, v). This contradicts the assumption, and hence 
proves the theorem. 0 
This reduction provides the conditions for the tight reduction [16]. As a corollary, 
we can say that the standard algorithm problem for WGM-II is PSPACE-complete. 
4. Conclusion 
Our problem WGM-II employs a neighborhood algorithm that finds a greedy 
maximal subgraph. Thus computing a neighbor for a starting vertex is P-complete 
[2]. On the other hand, WMIS allows the neighborhood algorithm to find any 
maximal independent set. This means that the algorithm can employ an NC algorithm 
for finding a neighbor [S]. Since the PLS-reduction that we have shown uses the 
ordering of vertices by the weights, the technique of our proof does not work for 
maximum subgraph problems with NC neighborhood algorithms. We leave the 
complexity of the PLS problems for graph properties that can be tested in NC or 
LOGSPACE as an open issue. 
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